Art Saint Louis is dedicated to enriching lives through the creative activity of our region’s contemporary visual artists. Through exhibition, education and exchange, we connect and inspire our community, and multiply the economic and cultural vitality of our region.

Membership is open to everyone—not just artists! The members of Art Saint Louis are involved with visual art in a variety of ways, as creators, collectors, students and admirers. Our organization serves as a catalyst not only to give important exposure to artists but also to spark conversation between artists and the audiences their work impacts, helping people from all walks of life enjoy contemporary visual art in meaningful ways.

Membership also comes with great benefits. Basic Membership includes perks such as a 10% discount on all art purchases and discounted entry fees for exhibitions. Becoming a Patron Level Member ensures all of the benefits of a basic membership and then some! We invite you to join and enjoy.
MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

BASIC MEMBERSHIP: $60
STUDENT: $30
FAMILY: $90

- Weekly e-newsletter—one of the region’s most comprehensive weekly listings of local art news and opportunities.

- 10% discount on ALL art purchases—take full advantage of one of St. Louis’s most dynamic and affordable outlets for discovering the work of local artists.

- Discounted entry fees on ALL calls for entries.

- Discounted fees on ALL professional development seminars and workshops.

- Access to Members Area of website: member directory, member news, artist opportunities, arts calendar and more.

- Early notice on select off-site exhibition opportunities. ASL member artists are the first to be invited to submit their work for consideration for select exhibitions, prior to public calls for submissions.

- Special offers from our café partners, Mississippi Mud Coffee Roasters. Visit our gallery/café hybrid at 1223 Pine Street in downtown St. Louis and enjoy discounts and special offers on an extensive menu of top-notch specialty coffee beverages.

PATRON: $250

All the benefits of Basic Membership, plus:

- Thank You Party—our fun way to thank those who go above and beyond in supporting local art! We look forward to previewing with you the latest Art Saint Louis developments and plans.

- Complimentary greeting cards—30 greeting cards created by Saint Louis area artists—a distinctive way to relay your enthusiasm for the art and artists of our region!

- Inclusion in online donor/sponsor listings.

MEMBERSHIP FORM

To purchase or renew your membership, please complete and return this form to:

Art Saint Louis
1223 Pine Street • St. Louis, MO 63103

MEMBERSHIP LEVEL:

☐ INDIVIDUAL: $60  ☐ FAMILY: $90
☐ STUDENT: $30  ☐ PATRON: $250

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY                                     STATE          ZIP CODE

PHONE

E-MAIL

WEBSITE

MEDIA CONCENTRATION

PAYMENT INFORMATION:

☐ CHECK/MONEY ORDER  ☐ CREDIT CARD

CREDIT CARD NUMBER

EXPIRATION DATE                     SECURITY CODE

SIGNATURE

☐ Please list my information in the Membership Directory.
☐ I would like to subscribe to weekly e-news.
☐ I would like to volunteer time and effort to advance the mission of Art Saint Louis.